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ABSTRACT.   An abstract framework for disslpative scattering theory is

developed and then applied to two systems previously considered by P. Lax and

R. S. Phillips.   Results relating the poles and zeroes of the scattering matrix to

the spectra of the infinitesimal generators A (which generates the semigroup

formed by mapping initial data into solution data at time r) and B (which gener-

ates a "local" semigroup) are proven.  In particular these results are shown to

follow from the fact that the characteristic function of A (appropriately defined)

and the scattering matrix combine to form the characteristic function of B.

Introduction. In the early 1960's P. D. Lax and R. S. Phillips developed a

scattering theory for energy conserving systems in an odd number of space dimen-

sions. (See [6] for details.) In their work major roles are played by two distin-

guished subspaces D+ and D_. These subspaces are common to both the per-

turbed system, which operates on the Hilbert space H, and the unperturbed sys-

tem, which operates on the Hilbert space H0. Let U(t) be the perturbed unitary

group determined by the wave equation in an exterior domain with conservative

boundary conditions, and let í/0(í) be the unperturbed group determined by the

wave equation in free space. Lax and Phillips explicitly find a spectral represen-

tation for the unperturbed group U0(t) on ¿2(R, N), the Hilbert space of square

integrable vector-valued functions on the real line; here N denotes an auxiliary

Hilbert space.

The scattering operator S also plays a major role in the Lax-Phillips theory.

It is defined as

(1) Sh = lim U0(-t)JU(2t)J0U0(-t)h,     h G H0,

where J0 and / are arbitrary unitary operators from H0 to H and H to H0 re-

spectively which when restricted to D± are the identity. The operator S on H0
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commutes with U0(t); it follows that in the spectral representation the corre-

sponding operator, denoted by S, acts on L2(R, N) as multiplication:

(Sf)(o) = S(o)f(o),     fEL2(R,N).

S(a) is called the scattering matrix.  S(o) is shown to have a meromorphic ex-

tension to the entire plane which is analytic in the lower half plane. We denote

this extension by S(z).

For physical reasons Lax and Phillips studied a semigroup of operators

Z(t) defined by

(2) Z{t)h = P5eD+W)*HeD_*>      heH;t>0.

Here P% denotes the (orthogonal) projection of M onto M   Lax and Phillips

found that the semigroup Z(t) is related to the scattering matrix S in the follow-

ing manner:

Theorem 1.   If B is the infinitesimal generator ofZ(t), then z belongs to

the (point) spectrum of B if and only if-iz is a pole of S(z).

Shortly after the development of the Lax-Phillips theory, a relationship to

the theory of unitary dilations was discovered by V. M. Adamjan and D. Z. Arov.

(See [9] for details of the theory of unitary dilations.)  Before explaining this

connection we recall some definitions.  Let Z(t) be an arbitrary contraction semi-

group defined on a Hilbert space D.  We say U(t), a unitary group defined on

H D D, is a unitary dilation of Z(r) if

(3) Z(t)d = P%U(t)d   for all d £ D and t > 0.

To any contraction semigroup Z{t) we associate a contraction operator—namely

the Cayley transform of the infinitesimal generator of Z(t). Denote this opera-

tor by Z and call Z the cogenerator of Z(jt). We define the characteristic func-

tion of the contraction Z as

(4) ez(x) = [-z + wz.(i - xz*)-1^] \B-B

where D2Z = I - Z*Z. Actually, we define the characteristic function only up

to unitary equivalence.

For X = (z + i)/(z - i) we define the characteristic function of Z(t) as

(5) ez(t)(z) = 0z(x).

We note that ®z is an analytic operator-valued function in the unit disc while

®z(t) *s analytic in the lower half plane.  In [1], [2], and [3], Adamjan and Arov

show that for the energy conserving systems in odd space dimensions considered

by Lax and Phillips, U(t) is the (minimal) unitary dilation of the semigroup Z{t)

and
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(6) ©z(i)C0 = S(z);

where

(7) @zuP + M = ®z«)(-x + <»* •

Using this relationship, Theorem 1 becomes a consequence of the Sz.-Nagy-

Foias theory of unitary dilations. To see this we recall that Lax and Phillips

have shown that B has only point spectrum and S is meromorphic in the entire

plane. It is well known from the theory of unitary dilations that z belongs to

the point specturm of B if and only if iz is a zero of ®Z(ty For tne energy con-

serving Lax-Phillips system, S is unitary on the real axis. By (6) and (7) we see

that ©2(f) is ^so unitary on the real axis. Thus we can use the Schwarz reflec-

tion principle and conclude that -iz is a pole of ®z(t)- By (6) we see that this

is the case if and only if -iz is a pole of S.

More recently in [8] Lax and Phillips have extended their theory to dissi-

pative systems in odd space dimensions. Again D+ and D_ play major roles.

Let T{t) be the perturbed group determined by the wave equation in an exterior

domain with dissipative boundary conditions and let U0(t) be the unperturbed

group. In analogy with the conservative case we define Z(t) and S as follows:

(8) Z(t)h = P%eD+nt)P»eD_h,      hEH;t>0,

(9) Sh - lim <70(-t)JT(2t)J0U0(-t)h,      hEH0.

Simple arguments show that Z{t) can no longer have S as its characteristic func-

tion. Nevertheless, Theorem 1 and the following theorem are shown to hold:

Theorem 2.  If A is the infinitesimal generator of T(t) and z belongs to

the point spectrum of A, then -iz is a zero or possibly a pole of S.

This paper explains Theorems 1 and 2 in terms of dilation theory.  §1,

due to Foiaç, puts the Lax-Phillips dissipative theory into an equivalent discrete

framework. Let U(t) defined on K D H be the (minimal) unitary dilation of

T(t). In the discrete framework, instead of considering the semigroups U{t),

T(t), and Z(r), we consider their cogenerators U, T, and Z.  The main result of

this section shows that S can be characterized as an orthogonal projection onto

a subspace of K.

In §2 the main theorems of the paper are proven. We explicitly construct

an operator 2 on a Hilbert space J C K which has S as its characteristic function.

We show Uis a unitary dilation of 2*, Z, and T. These results enable us to gen-

eralize (6). If we let 0r denote the characteristic function of T, the generaliza-

tion of (6) states (in essence) that
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(10) 0z(X)(tf-Z)¿=(S~W    ni2W\((U-^)d\

where dGHQ(D_ © D+) and Í212(X) and Í221(X) are contraction operator-

valued analytic functions in the unit disc. At the end of this section we put

(10) into an alternative form:

(11) 0z(X)(i/ - Z)d = S~Çk)(U - 2*)d' © ©r(XXi/ - T)d"

where d = d' ®<f.

In §3 we use (11) to find relationships between the poles and zeroes of

the characteristic functions of T, Z, and the scattering matrix. These relation-

ships are actually discrete versions of Theorems 1 and 2.

In §4 we convert the discrete versions of Theorems 1 and 2 into their

continuous counterparts. We also show that the abstract framework considered

in § §1—3 applies to the systems considered in [7] and [8].

1. The discrete framework. In their paper on scattering for dissipative

systems (see [8]) Lax and Phillips consider the following abstract framework:

(i) Two strongly continuous groups of unitary operators U±(t) (f £ R)

which operate on the Hubert spaces H± and two distinguished subspaces D± C

H± which satisfy

0.1) U±(t)D±CD±,    t>0,

(1.2) H  U±W±={0},
tGR±

(1.3) VU±(t)D±=H±-
fSR

(ii) A strongly continuous semigroup of contractions T(f) (r £ R) which

operates on a Hubert space H containing D± and satisfies

T(f)\D. = U+(t)\D  ,     i£R+,
(1.4) + +

T*(f)\D_ - K_(-í)l/>_.     i£R+>

s-limPgeD r(r) = o,

(1.5) *--

s-\imP%QDJ*(t) = 0,

where "s-lim" indicates the limit in the strong operator topology. We call the

preceding system a continuous framework.
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As in [3] and [5] we prefer to work in an equivalent discrete framework.

This section is largely concerned with showing the equivalence of these two sys-

tems. The material is due to C. Foias, and is included here only for completeness.

Let U(t), t G R+, be the minimal unitary dilation of T{i). Then U(t) is,

by definition, a strongly continuous group of unitary operators acting on a Hil-

bert space K, which contains H as a subspace, satisfying the following conditions:

(1.6) m=p%m\H>   teR+,

(1.7) K = V U{t)H.
reR

By (1.3) and (1.4) we can identify H± with V teKU(t)D± in such a way that

U±(t) coincides with U(t)\v     r/(r)D- Thus we can assume H± C K and

(1.8) H± = V U(t)D±,
reR

(1.9) U±{i) = U{i)\H±,      fGR.

To find an equivalent discrete framework we need the following

Lemma 1.1. Let T(t) be a contraction semigroup on H with cogenerator

T. Let D be any subspace of H.  Consider the following statements:

(1.10) T(t)DCD,      i€R+,

(1.11) T(f)\D is an isometry for t G R+,

(1.12) PI   T(t)D = {0},
/6R+

(1.13) s-limPgeor(0 = 0,
f-»to

(1.14) TDCD,

(1.15) T\D is an isometry,

(1.16) fi T"D = {0};     Z+ ={«;«> 0},
nez+

(1.17) s-limP£ezjr = 0.
n-x»

Then the following relationships hold:
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(1.10)«-* (1.14),

(1.10) & (1.11)«=» (1.14) & (1.15),

(1.10) & (1.11) & (1.12) <=* (1.14) & (1.15) & (1.16),

(1.10) & (1.11) & (1.12) & (1.13) <=» (1.14) & (1.15) & (1.16) & (1.17).

Proof. See [5].

For later reference we note that if we set

etÇK) = exp(t^jy      |X|<l,f£R+)

0,00 = (X - 1 + s)(X - 1 -s)"1,      |X|< 1; s £ R+,

then by Theorem III.8.1 of [9] we conclude

T(t) = et(T) = s-lim e(yT),      t £ R+.

T = s-]im<¡>s(_TXs))-

s-*0+

Let U be the cogenerator of U(t) and T be the cogenerator of T(t). Then

by §111.9.1 of [9] we can conclude that U on K is the minimal unitary dilation

of T.  Thus, by definition, we have

(1.19) Tn=P^Un\H,     «£Z+,

(1.20) K=   V UnH.

«ez

Lemma 12.  Let DC H be a subspace enjoying property (1.10).  Then

(1.21) V U(t)D=  V UnD.
tBR neZ

Proof. See [5].

From the two preceding lemmas it is clear that by considering the cogen-

erators U and T of U(t) and T(t) respectively we arrive at the following com-

pletely equivalent discrete framework.

There is a contraction T on a Hilbert space H and two distinguished sub-

spaces D± C H such that

(1.22) TD+CD+;      T*D_CD_,

(1.23) r|D    and T*\D_ are isometries,

(1.24) D   T"D+={0}=   O  T*nD_,
«ez+ «ez+
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(1.25) s-lim/£eo  T" = 0 = s-lim P%eDJ*n.
n-*<*> «-><»

In [8], under the assumptions of the continuous abstract framework, the

following wave operators are shown to exist.

W_ = s-lim U_(t)PZ_T*(t),

(1.26)
W+ = s-lim ¿7+(-f)Pg  T(t).

By (1.8) and (1.9) in conjunction with (1.5) we arrive at

,iyn W. = s-lim U(t)T*(t),
v*-^'/ r-»«o

W+ = s-lim U(rt)T(t).
f-*cc

Now by Proposition III.9.1 of [9] we conclude

W_ = slimUnT*n,

(1.28) n-~

W+ = s-lim ¿7*nr".
n-K»

We note that KL is a contraction operator from H to H_, and W+ is a contrac-

tion operator from HtoH+. We define the scattering operator 5 as

(1.29) S=W+W*

and note that S is a contraction operator from H_ to H+.

The remainder of this section is devoted to a closer study of 5.   If T is a

contraction operator on H, and U, operating on K, is its minimal unitary dilation,

the structure of K is well known. (See Chapter II of [9].) In particular it is

known that

(1.30) L = (U-T)H   and   L*=(I-UT*)H

are wandering subspaces for U i.e., UnL 1 L for all n G Z\{0} and similarly for

¿,. If we let

(1.31) K+ =   V   UnH

«ez+

it is well known that

(1.32) K+ = M+(L*) 0 R = H @ M+(L),

where

(1.33) R=   H   .7"*+
n€Z+

and for any subspace P
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M+(P)=     V   UnR

«ez+

We note that M+(L) = ®£ U"L since L is wandering. Furthermore if we define

(1.34) U+ = U\K+

then U+ is the minimal isometric dilation of T; i.e. U+ satisfies

(1.35) T"=   PKH+Un+\H,     «£Z+,

(1.36) K+ =   V   UnH.

nez+

The following relations also hold:

(1.37) 4+U+ = TP«+;      T* = U*\H

where we write {/£ for (t/+)*. We also have

(1.38) Pr+\h - s-lim i/T*".
n-*oo

For a proof of (1.37) and (1.38) see Chapters 1.4 and II.3 respectively of [9].

Lemma 13.   Let D* be a subspace of H which satisfies (1.14), (1.15), and

(1.16) with respect to T* (instead of T). Then £>* satisfies (1.17) with respect

to T* if and only if

def
(1.39) R=H*  =   V UnD*.

nez

Proof. See [5].

Let R* denote the subspace of K corresponding to R in case we replace

T by T* and U by U*. Then we have

(1.40) K = R © M(LJ =R*® M(L) = M_(L*) © # © M+(L)

where M±(P) d=  V „ez V"P for any subspace P, M(P) d^ M+(P) V M_(P),

and L* = U*L+. We note that M(L) = @1xUnL since L is a wandering sub-

space.

We now state the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 1.4.  The wave operators W± defined by (1.28) are given by

(1.41) W+=P£j*,     W-=/$!*•

Furthermore, the scattering operator S defined by (1.29) is given by

(1.42) S = I*t\R.
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Proof. See [5].

2. A decomposition for 0Z. We begin with a quick review of the basic

definitions and theorems from the theory of characteristic functions and func-

tional models. See Chapter VI of [9] for complete details.

Let T be an arbitrary contraction operator defined on a Hilbert space H

and define

(2.1) DT = (I- T^r)1'2,     D ,=(/- TT*)1'2,

(2.2) VT = DjH,      VT, = DT.H.

We call the contraction operator-valued function

(2.3) 0r(X) = [-T + WT.(I- \T*ylDT]0jf      |X| < 1,

the characteristic function of T. We use the notation {VT, VT», 0r(X)} to denote

the fact that ©j^X) maps from VT*. We say that the operator-valued analytic

functions{Pr, VT», 0r(X)}and {U, U«, S2(X)} (|X| < 1) coincide if there exists

a unitary mapping V from VT to U and a unitary mapping V+ from VT* such

that

(2.4) £2(X) = K,0r(X)K-1,      IXK1.

As in § 1, we let U on K be the minimal unitary dilation of T on H. It is clear

that we can define unitary mappings V and V+ as follows:

(2.5) V: Pr — L^tf^ä:

DjJir-+(U-T)h

and
def

V0:  VT.-*L* = (U*-T*)H,

(2.6)
DT»hr^(I-UT*)h

so that, {L, L+, fi(X)} defined by (2.4) coincides with 0r(X). To simplify nota-

tion we will denote ©j^X) and any other operator-valued analytic function

fi(X) which coincides with ©j^X) by the same symbol, namely 0y(X). Thus we

define 0r(X) only up to unitary equivalence.

For any analytic operator-valued function 0(X) we define

(2.7) 0~(X) = 0(X>,      IXK1.

It is well known that

(2.8) ©r.(X) = ©?(X),      IXK1.
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With {VT, VT*, 0r(X)}we associate the operator 0r from L (DT) (= square inte-

grable Pr-valued functions on the unit circle) to L2(VT*) defined by

(2.9) (©ruXe") = SjVW),     u £ L2(VT).

Notice that the strong radial limits of 0r(X) exist almost everywhere on the unit

circle so that the right side of (2.9) is well defined.

Let V be a bilateral shift on a Hubert space K. Then K = M(N) for some

subspace N of A".  We define a canonical unitary map &* from K (=M(N)) to

L2(N) by

(2.10) \*frÍvkalt)=Z<"'t**

where, of course, ak&N and Z|kk||2 < °°. We note that &* turns V on K into

multiplication by elt on L2(N).

We now recall

Lemma 2.1. Let Vx and V2 be bilateral shifts on the (complex, separable)

Hilbert spaces Kx and K2 with wandering subspaces N1 and N2 respectively. Let

Q be a contraction mapping Kl into K2 such that

(2.11) QVX = V2Q,

(2.12) QM+(Nt) C M+(N2).

Then there exists a contractive operator-valued analytic function {Nit N2, 0(X)}

in the unit disc such that

(2.13) *JVlj2 = e*JVa.

We call {Nv N2, 0(X)} the Fourier representation of Q with respect to Nt

and N2.

Corollary 2.2.   Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.1, let {Nv N2,

0(X)} be the Fourier representation of Q with respect to TVj and N2.  Let { V\Nl,

V%kN2, Í2(X)} be the Fourier representation of Q with respect to V^Ni and

V%kN2 for k £ Z+.   Then the following relationship holds:

(2.14) X2fcn(X) = 0(X),      IXK1.

We recall that if T is an arbitrary contraction operator on H, it has a mini-

mal unitary dilation U defined on K.  Defining L and L* as in (1.30), we recall

the following

Proposition 2.3. If Q, = ^m(l,)Ia/(l)' tnen tfie Fourier representation of
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(2.17)       0„(i/-7')A=1

Q with respect to L* and L is given by (2.4)-(2.6) and therefore is (coincides

with) the characteristic function of Tgiven by (2.3).

Since 0r(X) is analytic in the unit disc it has a power series representation

(2.15) ©r(X) = Z X"0„.
n=0

It is well known that

(2.16) ©„^¿.^"II.      « = 0,1,2,...,

where for any hGH

\-iI - UT*)Th, n = 0,

[(/ - UT*)T*n~lDyi,      n = 1, 2, . . .

Finally we shall need

Proposition 2.4.  Let T be a completely nonunitary contraction on H.

Denote by TT the set of points ¡i belonging to the open unit disc for which the

operator ®T(p) is not boundedly invertible, together with those ¡i on the unit

circle (denoted by C) not lying on any open arcs of C on which ©r(X) is a uni-

tary operator-valued analytic function of X Furthermore, denote by r°, the

set of points p belonging to the open unit disc for which ®T(ß) is not invertible

at all.   Then

o(T) = rT   and   ap(T) = rj»

This concludes the review of the basic theorems from the theory of charac-

teristic functions and functional models.

We now apply these results to the discrete Lax-Phillips framework consid-

ered in § 1.  In their paper on scattering for dissipative systems (see [9]) Lax

and Phillips prove Theorems 1 and 2 of the Introduction for odd space dimen-

sions only. This restriction is equivalent to assuming

(2.18) D+LD_.

Unfortunately, for potential scattering in odd space dimensions (see [7] and

Chapter VI.2 of [6]) (2.18) no longer holds. In an attempt to make this abstract

framework applicable to potential scattering problems we do not assume (2.18).

Nevertheless, one cannot expect to obtain analytic functions without some kind

of orthogonality assumptions.  So instead of (2.18) we make the following

(weaker) assumption:

There exist subspaces E± with the following properties:

(2.19) E± C D±,
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(2.20)cts T(t)E+CE+;   T*(t)E_CE_,      t>0,

(2.21) E+ 1 E_.

We note that Lemma 1.1 allows us to rewrite (2.20)ct$ as

(2.20) TE+CE+;      T*E_CE_.

We note that E± satisfying the analogue of (1.16). To see this we note

that

{0} =   fi    TnD+ D   fi    T"E+ D {0},
nez+ *ez+

{0}=   fi    T*nD_D   D    T*nE_D{0}
wez+ nez+

by (1.16) applied to D± and (2.19). Since by (1.15) F (resp. T*) is an isometry

on D+ (resp. D_) we see the above relations imply that T (resp. T*) is a uni-

lateral shift on D+ and E+ (resp. D_ and £"_). We will introduce the associated

wandering subspaces a little later.

We explicitly do not assume that E± satisfy the analogue of (1.17).

For the systems considered in [8], (2.18) holds and we can set

(2.22) E±=D±.

For such a choice of E±, it is clear that (2.19)-(2.20) hold.

For the case of potential scattering considered in [7] D± correspond to

what Lax and Phillips denote by D'± while E± correspond to £>". That (2.19)-

(2.20) are satisfied is proven in §3 of [7].

The reader is urged to keep these two examples in mind while we proceed

in a more general context.

We introduce the following notation:

(2.23) 0±(k) = 1?% © tf*(*+%t,     k £ Z+,

(2.24) E±(k) = UikE± (= ® 0±<¡oY     k £ Z+,

(2.25) E0(k) = HQ [E+(k) © E_(k)],      k£ Z+,

(2.26) N±(k) = UikD± e U±(k+i)D±,     k £ Z+,

(2.27) D±(k) = UikD± (= 0 iV±0)Y     Ä £ Z+.

We note that 0±(k) and N±(k) are wandering subspaces for U, the unitary dila-

tion of r.

By using (1.39) and (2.26) we can rewrite (1.45) as

(2.28) S = Ím(jv+)Iaí(at_)-
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We suppress the suffix k since M(N_(k)) = M(N_(j)) for any /, k G Z+.

At this point we would like to use Lemma 2.1 to obtain the Fourier repre-

sentation of S with íespect to N±. Unfortunately condition (2.12) is not in gen-

eral satisfied. We note that for the case of odd space dimensions considered by

Lax and Phillips in [8], (2.18) holds and this implies (2.12). In general we can

not expect the Fourier representation to be analytic.

Nevertheless we can continue to deal with analytic functions by defining

(2-29) a=íAf(Ar_)lAí (<)_)•     0 = ^m(o+)'aí(7V+)-

If we set

(2.30) Sted = ßSa

then it is easy to see that

(2.31) Sred =^m(o+)'m(o+)-

Taking adjoints we see

(231)* ^red = ^Af(0_)W(O_)-

Claim 2.5.  a, ß, and Sie¿ have analytic Fourier representations which

we denote as follows:

(2.32) {OM, 0+(k - 1), Sr<*!(X)},      k=l,2.

(2.33) {JV+(*-l),0+(*-l),0i*>(X)},     A: =1,2,...,

(2.34) {0_(k), N.(k), a<*>(X)},     k « 1,2.

Further a(elt) and ß*(elt) are isometric almost everywhere on the unit circle.

Proof. To prove that a, ß, and Sied have analytic Fourier representations

we apply Lemma 2.1. First we prove (2.33) and (2.34). With the notation as in

Lemma 2.1 let Q = a (resp. ß) given by (2.29) and let Kx = M(0_) (resp.

M(N+)) and K2 = M(N_) (resp. M(0+)). Let Vl = V2 = U, the minimal uni-

tary dilation of T.  It is clear that U acts as a bilateral shift on M(0±) and

M(N±).   It is also clear that these subspaces reduce U. Since Q (i.e. a (resp. /?))

is a projection we see that (2.11) is satisfied. Thus to apply Lemma 2.1 we need

only show that (2.12) is satisfied.

To this end we note that

D+(k - \f 1 E+(k - 1);     E_(k) 1 ZU*)1

for k = 1,2.We recall (2.23), (2.24), (2.26), (2.27) and rewrite the pre-

vious relationships as

(2.35) M_(N+(k - 1)) 1 M+(0+(k - 1));     M.(0_(k)) 1 M+(N_(k))

where we define Ji±(P) = ®%Z±lUkP for any unitary operator £/and any wan-

dering subspace P.  From (2.35) and (2.29) we see
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(2.36) W+(N+(k - 1))) C M+(0+(k -  1));     a(M+(0_(k))) C M+(N_(k)).

for k = 1,2. Thus we see that (2.12) is satisfied and we can conclude that

a and (3 have analytic Fourier representations.

To prove the last statement of the claim we note that by (2.19) M(0+) C

M(N+); M(0_) C M(N_) and so ß* and a are isometries. Thus their Fourier

representations, considered as mappings from L2(0+(k - 1)) to L2(N+(k - 1))

and L2(0_(k)) to L2(N_(k)) respectively, must also be isometries. By a simple

localization argument we see that a(e'f) and ß(elt) are isometric almost every-

where on the unit circle.

We now proceed to the proof of (2.32). Again we use the notation of

Lemma 2.1.  Let Q = STed which is defined by (2.31).  Let Ky = M(0_), K2

= M(0+).  Finally let Vl = V2 = U*. Clearly U* acts a bilateral shift on the

i/*-reducing subspaces M(0±).   Since Q (i.e. Sred) is a projection involving these

subspaces we conclude that (2.11) holds. We now show that (2.12) holds also.

We recall that the action of U and T coincide on D+ while the action of U*

and T* coincide on D_. Since E± C D± we can rewrite (2.20) as

(2.37) UE+ C E+,      U*E_ C E_.

Thus it is clear from (2.24) that

(2.38) E+(k - 1) 1 E_(k),      fc = 1,2,-

Now (2.38) can be rewritten as

M_(0_(k))LM+(0+(k-l)).

Recalling the definition of STed we see that this implies

(2.39) Sted(M_(0_(k))) C M_(0+(k - 1))

which is precisely (2.11) with the appropriate substitutions. This concludes the

proof of (2.32) and Claim 2.5.

We note that the Fourier representations of Claim 2.5 depend upon k = 1,

2,_By Corollary 2.2 we see that the different S^k)d(X) vary only by factors

of X. Similar statements apply to a(fc)(X) and flk\\).

Having introduced Sred, we have no further need of D± in this section

and will deal with E± from here on.

We now construct an operator 2(fc) which has S^(X) as its characteristic

function.  To this end let

J(k) = [M(0.) V M(0+)] 9 [E+(k) © E_(k)],    kEZ+,

(2.40)
SW = ̂ (fc)^IW.

For k = 1, 2, 3, ... we have
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[U*--E(k)]J(k) = [I-PK(k)]U*J(k)

= U-Pj(k)]u*iM(°-) v M(°+)e IM*) ® *-(*)!>

= [/-/f(k)KM(0_) VM(0+) ©[£+(fc - 1) © £.(* -1)]}

= 0_(k).

Similarly we can consider the adjoint case. We conclude that

[U* - S(fc)P) - Ojjc),     k=\,2.
(2.41)

[U - 2(k)*]J(k) =0+(k),     k=l,2,....

By (2.19), (2.21), (2.41) we see that

(2.42) P5WU*P%±(k)U*\jik) = 0.

We also note that

(2.43) J(k) © E+(k) © E_(k) = M(0+) V M(OJ)

and is thus clearly a reducing subspace of U.  For any x G M(0+) V M(0_) we

have

(2-44) ^(0_)vM(o+r* - W*

Combining (2.42)-(2.44) we conclude

(2.45) 2(*r = (PfwU*\Hk)T = PfwU*n\Hk),     n, k = 1, 2.

Now just as we defined in (1.30)—(1.33) and (1.20) the spaces K, L, I#,

R, and i?+ associated with the dilation U of the arbitrary contraction T, we can

consider their analogues denoted by K(2(k)), /-(£(£)), Z,*(2(fc)), etc. for the

contraction 2(&) defined on the Hubert space J(k). We note that (2.45) shows

that U* on K, the minimal unitary dilation of T*, is a unitary dilation for

2(fc) if * = 1, 2.By replacing T by 2(fc) and U by tf* in (1.30) and com-

paring this with (2.41) we conclude that for * ■ 1,2,...

(2.46) LQWb = 0_(k);       I,(2(*)) = 0+(k - 1).

By applying (1.40) for 2(&) and U* instead of for the arbitrary contraction T

and its unitary dilation U we see

KÇ2(k)) = M_(0+(k)) © J(k) © M+(0_(k)),     k - 1, 2, 3,...,

= £•+(*) © /(it) © £_(*), it = 1, 2, 3.

Thus by (2.43) we see

(2.47) K(2(k)) = M(0+) V M(0_),     k = 1, 2, 3,_
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Thus U*\m{o  )vm(o_) x% tne minimal unitary dilation of 2(ät) for k = 1,2,

.... Also from (1.40) we see

R(l(k)) = KÇL(k)) © M(0+),     k - 1,2.

(2.48)
**(2(A:)) = £(Z(Jfc)) © Jtf(0_),      k - 1, 2.

From (2.46) and (2.47) we see K(2(k)) = M(Z,(2(it))) V M(L*ÇE(k))). We can

conclude from Proposition II.1.4 of [9] that 2(fc) is completely nonunitary for

k = 1, 2,.. .. In other words, there is no nonzero reducing subspace of E(&)

on which Z(fc) is unitary.

We claim 2(fc) has S£*d(X) as its characteristic function. By Proposition

2.3 the characteristic function of 2(fc) is given by the Fourier representation of

^(¿.(ZW)) W(2(*))) with resPect to L*(2(k)) and ¿(Si*)). Using (2.46)

we see that the characteristic function of 2(fc) is given by the Fourier repre-

sentation of

(2-49) iW(o+)k(o_)

with respect to 0+(k - 1) and 0_(k), k = 1, 2.Denote this representa-

tion by

(2.50) ÍO_(k), 0+(k - 1), 0r(fc)(X)},     k = 1, 2.

Comparing (2.49) and (2.50) with (2.31) and (2.32) we see

(2.51) S<£d(X) = 02(fc)(X),      IXK1,

and so we have proven the following

Theorem 2.6. The Fourier representation of the reduced scattering oper-

ator S^k\ with respect to OJk) and 0+(k - 1) is the characteristic function of

the completely nonunitary operator E(k) for k = 1,2,....

Corollary 2.7. For k = 1, 2,...

(2.52) {0+(k - 1), OJk), S(|d(X)} = {0+(k - 1), 0.(k), 02(k)*(X)}.

Proof. Apply (2.8) to (2.51) with the arbitrary contraction T replaced

by Z(fc).
Before proceeding to the main result of this section we need to make some

definitions. In [8] a major role is played by a local semigroup Z(t) defined by

(2.53) Z(f) = PHeD+T(t)PHeD_,      t > 0.

That Z(t) is a semigroup follows from the fact that in [8] (2.15) is satisfied. In

analogy with (2.53) we define for k £ Z+

(2.54) *k\0=F%eE+vont)I%eE_«Y      t>0-
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That Z(fc)(i) is a semigroup follows from (2.20) and (2.21).

We prefer to work in the discrete framework. By defining Z(k) as the co-

generator of Z^k\t) and applying (1.18) we see

(2.55) Z(k) = RHQE+(k)TIHQE_(k)>        * G Z.

The reader is cautioned that Z(k) denotes a contraction operator as opposed to

a semigroup. We may consider Z(k) as an operator defined on E0(k) by noting

that Z(k)E±(k) = 0. We now prove some preliminary propositions about Z(k).

Proposition 2.8.   The minimal unitary dilation U on K for the contrac-

tion T is a dilation of Z(k) for fc G Z+.

Proof. To verify the proposition it suffices to show

(2.56) Z(k)n = P§oWu"\Som.    »,ke z+.

To see this we note that

Z(kfh = (P%eE^wTP%eE{k))nh   by (2.55)

= ^BE+WTnP%eE_{k)h   by (2.20)

= ^r/e£,+(*)(^Hri/W)"^ffe£,_(*)Ä

= ^HeE^.{k^H^^H^Ù "      ¿HeE^kfi

= PHeE+(k)u(.pHU\H)(n~l)pHeE_(k)h

= PH OE+(fc) V(PH¥U\fi)in~l )FHOE_(k)h

since UnH CK+. We note that by (1.32)

™*     +PM+{L)=iK+-

Thus

(2.57) Z(kfh = pIIe^W - PKM\{L^U\{n~l)pHeE.(k)h-

Expand the right side of (2.57) by the binomial formula. Since

we arrive at

Z(k)"h = Î|ff+wt^/§e-ç_(*A      k,nez+.

By restricting to E0(k) and noting that the above expression is unchanged if K+

is replaced by K we see that (2.56) holds.
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Proposition 2.9.   U on K is the minimal unitary dilation of Z(k) for k

= 12 3

Note.  Actually Proposition 2.9 is true for k = 0 also but the proof is a

little more involved. Since we do not need this fact, we omit the proof for

this case.

Proof. To show K is a minimal unitary dilation for Z(k) we must show

(2.58) A ~   v u £oK=   VUnE0(k).
nez

Clearly it suffices to show H C \/n<EZUnE0(k) since V„SZH"H = K.  We claim

(2.59) E+(QC   V   U"EQ(k);     E_(k) C   V UnE0(k).
nez+ nez_

Since H = E+(k) © E0(k) © E_(k) this would suffice to prove the proposition.

To prove the first part of (2.59) we note that, for k > 1, 0+(k - 1) C E0(k).

Now clearly

V   UnO+(k - 1) D E+(k);
nez +

so the first part of (2.59) is proven. The second part follows similarly.

Just as we defined £(2(fc)), ¿(2(£)), and L»(2(fc)) in (1.20) and (1.30)-

(1.33) previously, we now denote the analogous subspaces for Z(k) by R(Z(k)),

L(Z(k)), and L*(Z(k)).

Proposition 2.10. R(Z(k)) CRC\ K+(Z(k)), keZ+.

Proof. Let U+ on K+ be the minimal isometric dilation of T on H and

let V+ on K(Z(k)) be the minimal isometric dilation of Z(k). We note that

U+\K  (z(k)) = V+. Then from Theorem III.2.1 of [9] we know

R = {x £ K+1 \\U*"x\\ = llxll, n £ Z+},

R(Z(k)) = {x £ /C+(Z(*))| Hrç"x|| = llxll, n £ Z+}.

Since A^+(Z(í:)) is invariant under U+, K 9 A^Z^)) is invariant under U\.

Thus

(2.60) PKkX(ZW)V?\k+íz(H)) = VT'

Let x £ tf (Z(fc)). Then by (2.60) we see

llxll = \\V*nx\\ = HPKlwvUFk^MyxW

<\lU*n\K+(z(k))X\\ = \\U*''x\\<\\x\\.

We conclude that |M| = \\U*nx\\ for n £ Z+. Thus x £ Ä.   Since Ä(Z(*)) C

K+(Z(k)) the proposition follows.
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Lemma 2.11. For k = 1,2,3,.. .the projection P^j^0 ) defines a map-

ping from LjZ(k)) onto UO_(k) in the following manner:

P MÍO  )
LJZ(k))-—- UOJk),

(2.61)*
U[U* -Z(k)*]eQ(k) r-* U[T* - Z(k)*]e0(k)

where e0(k) £ E0(k).

Similarly the projection Pm(0 y defines a mapping from L(Z(k)) onto

0+(k) as follows:

L(Z(k))   ^(0+) > 0+(k),

(2"61) [U-Z(k)]e0(k) \-+[T-Z(k)]e0(k)

where eQ(k) £ E0(k).

Proof.  To prove (2.61)* we make use of the following general proposi-

tion concerning orthogonal projections:

(2.62) P§x = y ♦-> (x -y) 1B.

Applying this to the case considered in (2.61)* we have U[U* - Z(k)*]e0(k) -

U[T* - Z(k)*]e0(k) - U[U* - T*]e0(k) £ ¿*. But by (1.43) Lm IR.  By

(1.38) and the adjoint of relation (1.15) applied to E_ we have

\\PKR+e_\\ = lim ||r*"e_ll = lfc.ll

for all e_ £ E_. Thus E_ C R and so

(2.63) M(0_) = M(E_) C M(R) = R.

We conclude that ¿* i M(0_) and a fortiori that U(U* - T*)e0(k) 1 M(0_).

Thus (2.61)* holds. To show that the mapping is onto UO_(k) we note that

[T* - Z(k)*]e0(k) = [PHU* - PE(){k)U*]e0(k)

= PE_(.k)®E+(k)U*eo(k)-

Since UE+(k) C E+(k) and E0(k) 1 E+(k) we see that

(2.64) [T* - Z(k)*]E0(k) m PE(k)U*E0(k).

For k = 1, 2, 3, ... we have [E0(k) n E_(k - 1)] = OJk - 1). Since tf* acts

as a bilateral shift on M(0_), U*OJk - 1) = OJk). Thus substituting into

(2.64) we have
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U[T* - Z(k)*]EQ(k) D UPEWU*[E0(k) n E_(k - 1)]

2 UPE_{k)U*0_(k -1)3 UPE(k)0_(k) = UOJk)

and the mapping defined in (2.61)* is onto.

The adjoint case considered in (2.61) is proven similarly.

Lemma 2.12. For k = 1,2,3,.. .the projection PJ^(L j defines a map-

ping from Lile(Z(k)) to L* given by

(2.65), L*W®>->L*-
U[U*-Z(k)*]e0(k) i-► U[U* - T*]e0(k)

where eQ(k) G E0(k).

Similarly the projection Pfj^) defines a mapping from L(Z(k)) to L given by

L(Z(k))       PkL)       >L,

(2.65)
[U-Z(k)]e0(k)^[U-T]e0(k)

where e0(k) G EQ(k).

Proof. Again using (2.62) we see

U(U* - Z(k)*)e0(k) - U(U* - T*)e0(k) = U(T* - Z(k)*)e0(k)

= U(T*-PHeE(k)T*)e0(k) = UPE_(k)T*e0(k) G M(E_) = M(0_).

By (2.63) we see that M(0_) C R.  Since R 1 M(L*) by (1.40) we conclude that

U(T*-Z(k)*)e0(k)LM(L+).

Thus (2.70), holds.

The adjoint case considered in (2.65) in proven similarly.

We now come to the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.13.  For k= 1,2,.. .and |X| < 1 let

(2.66) {L(Z(k)\ L*(Z(k)), 0z(/k)(X)},

(2.67) {0+(k), 0_(k), 0£ (k).(X)},

(2.68) {L, L*, ©r(X)}

denote the characteristic functions ofZ(k), Z(fc)*, and T respectively.  Then

there exist analytic (contraction) operator-valued functions

(2.69) {0+(k), L*, Í2<V00>.
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(2.70) {L, ojk), n&Xx)}

such that for any e0(k) £ E0(k)

®z(k)(WU-Z(k)]e0(k)

(2.71) /es(fc,.(X)   n[k2\xK/[T-Z(k)]e0(k)\

\ n2\\\)    e¿k))\iu-Tk0(k)

Proof.  Let

21

eZ(*)(X)= E^),».     ixKi,

n=0

OO

8,<X)=   £ X"0r». IXKI.
n=0

To prove the theorem it clearly suffices to show that there exist contractions

Í2($„ and fijV.n such that

(2.72) 0Z(*),n

^0?¿.        0r(X)
1,     »-0,1,.

Before proceeding with the proof we describe the overall plan of attack.

The idea of the proof is to decompose the domain of ®Z/k\>m into two orthog-

onal subspaces which are the domains of 0£ (*)*,„, and 0r m respectively.

With this decomposition we prove that (2.72) holds for any vector in either the

domain of ®x(k)*,m or the domain of 0r m. Linearity then implies the result.

With the help of Lemma 2.11 and (2.15)-(2.17) (applied to Z(k)), we

can construct the following diagrams for m = 1, 2, 3,...

L(Z(k))
®Z(k),m -PL,(Z{k))U*m

(2.73)   ^(0+)

[U-Z(k)]c0(k)

0+(k)

[T-Z(k)]eQ(k)

+ LJZ{k))

y[I-UZ(k)*]Z(k)*mr1D2Z(K)c0ft>(*)

UOJk)

[U(T* - Z(k)*]Z(k)*m-ln2
'Z(fc)c0e0(fr)
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0
L(Z(k))

Z(k)
= PK

.0      *L. (Z(k))
L*(Z(k))

(2.74)
^(0 + )

0,

[U - Z(k)]e0(k)

(*)

[T-Z(k)]e0(k)

-U[U*-Z(k)*]Z(k)e0(k)

^M(0_)

U0_(k)

-U[T* -Z(k)*]Z(k)e0(k)

By Lemma 2.11 P^j,0 \ defines a mapping from L^ to UOJk). The right-hand

side assertion of (2.73) is therefore a consequence of (2.61), with e0(k) replaced

by Z(k)*m~iD2z(k)e0(k). Similarly to check the mapping by Pm(oj) in (2-74)

we note that this is just (2.61), with e0(k) replaced by Z(k)e0(k).

Before proceeding we prove two important identities. First we claim that

(2.75)     P%0_(k)U*m(U- Z(k))e0(k) = U(T* - Z(k)*)Z(k)*m-iD2z{k)e0(k).

To verify this we note

(U*m(U-Z(k))e0(k) - U(T*-Z(k)*)Z(k)*m-lDlwe0(k), UO_(k))

= ([U*m - U*m + 1Z(k) - T*Z(k)*m-lD2zw

+ Z(k)*Z(k)*m-1D2zw]e0(k), 0_(k))

= ([U*m - U*m + 1Z(k) - T*Z(k)*m~1 + T*Z(k)*mZ(k)

+ Z(k)*m - Z(k)*m + 1Z(k)]e0(k), 0_(k))

= ([U*m - U*m + 1Z(k) - T*Z(k)*m~l

+ T*Z(k)*mZ(k)]eQ(k), 0_(k))

= ([U*m - T*Z(k)*r"-1]eQ(k)

+ [T*Z(k)*mZ(k) - U*m + lZ(k)]eQ(k), 0_(k))

= ([T*m - T*Z(k)*m-l]eQ(k)

+ [T*Z(k)*mZ(k) - T*m + lZ(k)]e0(k), 0_(k))

= ([r*m_1 - Z(k)*m-1]e0(k) + [Z(k)*m - T*m]Z(k)e0(k), TO_(k)).

Now the right-hand side of this inner product is in E0(k) while the left-hand side

is an element of Ejk). By (2.25) we conclude (2.75).

Second we claim that
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(2.76) Puo_{k)\U - Z(k)]e0(k) =-U[T* - Z(k)*]Z(k)eJk).

To verify this we note that

([U-Z(k)]e0(k) + U[T*-Z(k)*]Z(k)eQ(k), UOJk))

= ([I - U*Z(k) + T*Z(k) - Z(k)*Z(k)]e0(k), OJk))

= ([/ - U*Z(k) + T*Z(k)]e0(k), OJk))

= (e0(k), OJk)) - ([£/* - T*]Z(k)e0(k), OJk)).

By (2.26) the first term is zero and by (1.40) the second term is zero. We will

use (2.75) and (2.76) later in the proof.

As noted in Lemma 2.11, M(0_) C R.   By (1.40), (2.61), and (2.65) we

see that for any e0(k) £ E0(k) and kEZ+

(2.77) [ U- Z(k)]e0(k) = [U- T]e0(k) © [7/ - Z(k)]e0(k).

This decomposes L(Z(k)) into orthogonal vectors in L and OJk).

Now suppose that we restrict our attention to those e0(k) £ E0(k) whose

first component in (2.77) is zero. Then we have

(2.78) [U - Z(k)]e0(k) = [T- Z(k)]e0(k).

Then substituting (2.78) into the left-hand side of (2.75) we conclude

(2.79) Pfro_(k)U*m(T- Z(k))e0(k) = U(T* - Z(k)*)Z(k)*m-1 D%(k)e0(k).

Recalling (2.46) we see

(2.46)* LJ2(k)*) = UOJk);     LÇZ(k)*) = OJk).

Thus we conclude

PL,(.z(k)*)u*mh(.z(.k)*)[T ~ z(k)]e0(k)

= U(T*-Z(k)*)Z(k)*m-iD2z{k)eQ(k).

By (2.16) applied to 2(k)* we see that for m = 1, 2,...

(2.81) eT(k).¡m[T-Z(k)]e0(k) = U(T*-Z(k)*)Z(kym-lD2zweü(k).

Substituting (2.78) into the left-hand side of (2.76) we conclude

(2.82) Pto.wP - WW) - -OQT* - Z(k)*)Z(k)e0(k).

Again by (2.46)* since [T - Z(k)]E0(k) = OJk) we see

(2.83) li^W*Mz(k)*)[T-Z(k)]e0(k) = -U(T* - Z(k)*)Z(k)e0(k).

By (2.16) applied to 2(k)* we see
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®s(ky.oiT-Z(k)]e0(k) = -U(T* -Z(k)*)Z(k)e0(k).

We now define for all e0(k) satisfying (2.78) and n G Z+

(2.84) Í2<*> n[T - Z(k)]eQ(k) = PLQz(k)i„[U - Z(k)]e0(k).

We claim

' - T*)Z(k)*"-lD2z(k)e0(k),     « = 1,2,...,

T*)Z(k)e0(k), n = 0.

To see this it suffices to show

(U(U* - Z(ky)Z(k)*m-1D2z(k)e0(k)

- U(U* - T*)Z(k)*m-iD2z{k)eQ(k), ¿,) = 0

Sl2k¿n[T-Z(k)]eQ(k) !u(u* - r
-U(U* -

and

(-U(U* - Z(k)*)Z(k)e0(k) + U(U* - T*)Z(k)e0(k), ¿*) = 0.

We omit this simple calculation.

We now proceed to the second column of the matrix in (2.72). It is easy

to check the validity of the following diagrams:

©Z(*),m =PL.(Z(k))U*m
L(Z(k)) L*(Z(k))

(2.85)
rM(L)

[U-Z(k)]e0(k) l-y [I-UZ(k)*\Z(k)*m-1D2z(k)e0(k)

[U-T]e0(k)

^(L.)

[I-UT*¥(k)*m-lD2zweQ(k)

0
l(Z(k))-

[U-Z(k)]e0(k)

'Z(*),0 - ?£,(Z(*))

L.(Z(k))

rM{L)

(2.86)

[U-T\e0(k)

-U[U*-Z(k)*]Z(k)e0(k)

¡MV,)

-U\U* - T*]Z(k)e0(k)

For example to check the mapping by Pm(l.) m (2-85) we note that this

is just (2.65), with e0(k) replaced by Z(k)*m~lD2z{k)e0(k). Similarly to check
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the mapping by P^(l ) m (2.86) we note that this is just (2.65)* with e0(k)

replaced by Z(k)eQ(k).

We claim

(2 87)     ^ U*m(U ~ Z{k))e<>{k) = [I~ VT*]Z(k)*m-lD2zik)e0(k),

m = 1,2,...,
and

(2.88) PiJU - Z(k)]e0(k) = -U[U*- T*]Z(k)*e0(k).

The calculations are similar to those done for column one and are omitted.

We now limit our attention to those e0(k) £ E0(k) whose second compo-

nent in (2.77) is zero. For these e0(k)'s we have

(2.89) [U - Z(k)]e0(k) = [U- T]e0(k).

Substituting (2.89) into the left-hand side of (2.87) we conclude

(2.90) FfmU*m[U- T]e0(k) = [I- t/rW)*'»-1^2^*).

By (2.16) we see

(2.91) ©Tim[U- T]e0(k) = [I- UT*]Z(k)*m-1D2z(k)e0(k).

Substituting (2.89) into the left-hand side of (2.88) we see by (2.16) that

(2.92) @Tt0[U - T]e0(k) = -U[U* - T*]Z(k)*e0(k).

So far we have shown that the theorem holds for those e0(k) £ E0(k)

which are of a special form. In particular we have shown that the theorem

holds for those e0(k) which cause the first or second component of (2.77) to

be zero. We now piece together these results and conclude that the theorem

holds for all e0(k) £ E0(k).

We decompose E0(k) for k = 1, 2, 3,... as follows

E0(k) = E0(k - 1) © [£•„(*) © EJk - 1)].

This allows us to write

(2-93) e0(k) = e'jk) © e'¿(k)

where ̂ (ifc) ̂  E0(k - 1) and e"Q(k) £ E0(k) © E0(k - 1). We claim e"Q(k)

satisfies (2.83) and e'0(k) satisfies (2.94). To see this we note that

el(k) £ E0(k) © EJk - 1) C E+(k - 1) © EJk - 1).

For k = 2, 3,. .. the actions of tfand Ton E±(k - 1) coincide; thus (2.78)

is satisfied by e"0(k). With regard to e'0(k) we note that for k = 1, 2,. . .
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TE0(k - 1) C £■„(*)

and so the actions of T and Z coincide on E0(k - 1). Thus e'0(k) satisfies (2.89).

Since

®z(k),n[U-Z(k)]e0(k) = ez(khn[U-Z(k)]e'0(k) + @z(k)JU - Z(k)]e'¿(k)

we can use the linearity of (2.72) to conclude the theorem. We note that

(2.89) appears to imply that ®T m depends on k. This is not so since

(U- T)E±(k) = 0 for k = 1,2,..'.. Finally we observe that (2.84) and (2.91)

imply that Sl¡k\\), i, j = 1,2; i #/, are contraction-valued functions as claimed.

Corollary 2.14.   For \\\< I, k = 2,3,... , and eQ(k) G E0(k)

®z(k)<MV-Z(k)]e0(k)

- ®z(k)*Q)lT-Z(k)]e0(k) ©0r(X)[0- T\e0(k)

(2'94) . uiT* - Z(k)*][I - XZÍAr)*]-1 [X - Z(k)]e0(k)

© U[U* - T*][I - XZ(*)*]_1[X - Z(k)]e0(k).

Proof.  By (2.93) we see

®z(k),olU-Z(k)]e0(k) = ez(k)>0[U-Z(k)](e'0(k) + e"0(k))

_ /esw.,o  n[%\/[T-z(k)]el(k)\

\ "fío       0r>o/ V [U-T]e'0(k)J

/-U(T* -Z(k)*)Z(k)e0(k)\

\  -U(U* - T*)Z(k)e0(k) )

For « = 1, 2, 3,... we have

©zW.JC-^^oW = ®z(k),nlU•- Z(*)]f>i,(*) + *„(*))

/«W.«  ßfön\/[r-Z(*)K(*)\

rt0- \°fô.      ©r.Jl^-T'KW/

Mr* -Z(kr)Z(k)*"-1D2zwe0(k)\

\U(U*-T*)Z(k)*"-1D2Z(k)e0(k)   /'

Thus a simple calculation shows
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®z(k)WW-Z(k)]eQ(k)= f y®z(k),n[U-Z(k)]eQ(k)
n=0

=   /U(T*- Z(k)*)[-Z(k) + X(/ - XZ(k)*)-lD2z{k)]e0(k)\

(2.96) \ U(U* - T*)[-Z(k) + X(/ - XZi*)*)-^2 (k)]e0(k) )

U(T* -Z(k)*)(I - XZ(fc)*r»(X - Z(fc))e0(*)\

U(U* - J*)(/ - XZ(Jt)*r1(X - Z(k))e0(k) I

From the calculation in (2.95) we see

®z(k)*O^T-Z(k)]eQ(k) = &k2\\)[U- T]e0(k)

and

0r(X)[t/ - T]e0(k) = Í22*> (\)[T - Z(k)]eQ(k).

Thus we can identify each row of (2.96) as

'®W(MT-Z(k)]e0(k)\

@ja)[U~T]e0(k)     )

The corollary now follows by noting that the columns of (2.96) are orthogonal.

Corollary 2.15.  For |X|< 1, k = 2, 3.and eQ(k) £ E0(k)

®z(k)(iï[U-Z(k)]e0(k)
(2.97)

= S£dÇk)[T-Z(k)]e0(k) © @T(K)[U- T]e0(k).

Proof.  Apply Corollary 2.7 to Corollary 2.14.

Lemma 2.16. For fc £ Z+ and ejk) £ E0(k)

\\(U--2(k)*)e0(k)\\ = \\(T-Z(k))e0(k)\\.

Proof.

||(£/-Z(fc)*)eo(*)l|2 = \\PE+W®E_(k)Ueo(W2

= \\PE+(k)Ue0(m2 = <PE+ik)VeQ(k), Te0(k))

- ^E+(k)Te0m2 - ll(r-Z(/:))e0(/t)||2.

Corollary 2.17. For \\\<l,k = 2,3,... ,and e0(k) £ EQ(k)

®z(k)miU-Z(k)]e0(k)
(2.98)

= Ös(k).(X)[£/- 2(fc)*]eo(A:)©0r(X)[t/- 7/]e0(fc).
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Proof. Use Lemma 2.16 and the fact that characteristic functions are de-

fined only up to unitary equivalence.

Finally by considering the dual system generated by 7* we obtain the fol-

lowing

Corollary 2.18. For |X|< 1, k = 2, 3,... and eJk) £ E0(k)

®zikyO0[U*-Z(k)*)eo(k)

= S%lW[T* -Z(k)*)eQ(k) © 0r.(X)[i/* - T*]eQ(k)
(2.99)

= U*(T - Z(k)\I - XZi^-^X - Z(k)*)e0(k)

© U*(U - T%I - lZ(k)y\\ - Z(k)*)e0(k).

Remark.   In Theorem 2.15 if various (rather strong) assumptions are

placed on 0Z(fc)(X) we can conclude that there exists a meromorphic operator-

valued function, Í2(X), defined in the exterior of the unit disc, so that the radial

limits of Sjed(X) and Í2(X) agree almost everywhere on the unit circle. If this

is the case S^(X) is said to have a meromorphic pseudo-analytic extension to

the exterior of the unit disc. See [4] for details; we mention here only that one

sufficient asumption on 0Z(fc\(X) is that it be matrix-valued.

We now make an additional assumption on the E±. We assume

(2.100) M.E±) = M(D±).

This assumption is satisfied by the systems which Lax and Phillips consider. To

see this we prove that (2.100) is equivalent to the following (equivalent) state-

ments:

(2.101) s-\imZ(k)n = 0 = s-lim Zijfc)*",
n-K» n-+«°

(2.101)ct, s-lim zSk\t) = 0 = s-lim Z^k\t)*.
f-froo f-*oo

Proposition 2.19.   We have the following equivalences:

(2.100) *=> (2.101) ̂ >(2.101)cts.

Proof.  The equivalence of (2.101) and (2.101)cts is just Proposition

III.9.1 of [9]. To see the first equivalence we note that (2.101) holds if and only

if for all A £#

(2.102) s-lim P%eE  Tnh = 0 = s-lim P%QE_T*nh.

By Lemma 1.3 applied to E± and C/*1 instead of D* and U* we see that (2.102)

holds if and only if R = M(E_), Ä* = M(E+). But R=H_ = M(D_) and /?* =
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H+ = M(D+) by Lemma 1.3 and the energy decay assumptions for D±, i.e.

(1.25). Thus M(D±) = M(E±) as required.

We note that (2.101) implies (by Theorem II.1.2 of [9]) that R(Z(k)) =

/?,(Z(fc)) = {0}. This result is stronger than Proposition 2.10, but of course we

need to assume more—namely (2.100).

We next find another equivalent form of (2.101).

Proposition 220. {¿(Z), L+(Z), 0Z(X)} is inner if and only //lim^^Z*"«

= 0forallhEH.

{L(Z), Lt(Z), 0Z(X)} is *-inner if and only if hm„_>(»Z"/i = 0 for all h EH.

Proof. See Proposition VI.3.5 of [9].

Corollary 2.21.  For k = 1, 2,... ©Z(fc)(X) is inner and *-inner.

Proof. By assumption (2.100) holds. Proposition 2.19 implies that

(2.101) holds. Proposition 2.20, applied to Z(k), implies the corollary.

Remark.   By (2.100) it is clear that a and ß defined by (2.29) are uni-

tary maps. Using the same localization procedure as in Claim 2.5, we can show

a(e/f) and ß(eu) are unitary almost everywhere on the unit circle.

3. The location of the poles and zeroes of Ste¿. In this section we apply

Theorem 2.13 and its corollaries and derive discrete versions of Theorems 2 and

3 found in the Introduction. The continuous analogue is proven in §4. Before

proceeding we need two technical lemmas which allow us to relate ©Z(k)(X),

k = 0, 1, 2,-We denote Z(0) by Z, Eo(0) by E0, O±(0) by 0±, etc.

Lemma 3.1.  Let 0 < |X|< 1 and k = 0, 1, 2.Then 0z(k)(X) is

an isomorphism (i.e. one-to-one, onto, and bicontinuous) if and only i/@z(X)

is an isomorphism.

Proof.  Corresponding to the decomposition

(3.1) E0(k) = F_(k) © Z?0 © F+(k)

where

(3.2) F_(k) = 0 Ojf),     F+(k) = © 0+(f)

we have a decomposition for Z(k) as

(3.3) Z(k) =

where
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Zn:  Fjk)-* Fjk),     k = 0,1,2,...,

7-   F   —*■ F

Z33:  Fjk) -+ Fjk),     k = 0,l,2.

The stars denote contraction operators and the zeroes are due to the invariance

of the subspaces in (3.1) under Z(k).

Let 0z(k)(X), 0Z(X), n(k)(K), ííifc)(X) denote the characteristic functions

of Z(k), Z, Z33, and Zn respectively. Then by applying Theorem VII.2.1 of

[9] to

0    Zj I   and    I

0        233/

successively we obtain the following factorization of 0Z(t)(X):

(3.4) 0z(k)(X) = 03V (X)©W (X)0(V(X)

where

<yM       0

o    ez(\)¡

'Ff?        0     >
, 0     S2Ífc)(X)y

'f$     o

0      £2(+k)(X),

and VJk\ i = 1, 2, 3 are unitary operators. Now Zx t and Z33 are very simple

operators and we can determine fi^(X) explicitly. For any contraction T we

have

02fc2>QO =

(3.5) 0<*>(X) =

0&OO -

.6) 0j<X) = [-T+ ¿ \nDT,T*"-lD^\ |p ,      IXK 1.(3

Recalling that Zn and Z33 are right shifts, we can apply (3.6) to Zn and Z33

to obtain

(3.7) í2(±fc)(X) = Xfcflfc),      Jfc = 0, 1, 2.

for some unitary operators P^.*\  Thus after successively substituting (3.7) into
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(3.5) and (3.5) into (3.4) we obtain the lemma.

We note that by Lemma 3.1, for X =£ 0,0Z(k)(X) is invertible if and only if

0Z(X) is invertible. At X = 0 we see by (3.4) and (3.5) that 0z(k)(X) has a

zero of order at least 2k. Thus except for X = 0 we can use 0Z(fc\(X) to study

the zeroes of ©Z(X).

The next lemma enables us to avoid this problem at X = 0.

We say an operator T on H belongs to C0 (i.e. TE C0) if T"x —*■ 0 for

all x E H.   Similarly we say T E C„ if T*"x —*■ 0 for all xEH.   Now let

Ta = (T-aIXI-âT)-\    \a\<\,

(3.8)
= (T-aI)Z(aTy.

/=o

Any invariant subspace D of T is clearly invariant for Ta. Since (Ta)_a = T the

converse is true. Thus Tand Ta have the same invariant subspaces.

Let D be invariant for T. Then Thas the form (A X) where A: D —► D;
o   B

B:D-*D;X:D-*D

Ta=(T-aIXI-

((I-äA)        -aX   V1

0 (/ - äB) )

\  ((I-ôAT1     (I-öA)-l(äX)(I-aB)-iy

{      0 (I-äB)-1 )

where

Y = AaäX(I - iBf1 + X(I - ôBy1 = (äAa + I)X(I - äB)'1.

Thus by (3.8) and (3.9) we see

(3.10) Ta\D=Aa=(T\D)a.

Now if TD is an isometry we know (see §1.4.4 of [9]) that (T\D)a is an isometry.

Thus by (3.10) we see Ta\D is an isometry. Suppose in addition that T\D is

completely nonunitary. Then T\D G C0 (i.e. (T\D)*n —* 0 as n —► °°). By

Proposition 2.20 we see that this is equivalent to 0r|  (X) being inner. But then

©ri ((X-«)/(! -«X))is also inner. By §VI. 1.3 of [9] we see that this implies

®(n ) M is inner or equivalently that (ri^^ G C„. By (3.10) we see Ta\D G
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C0 and is therefore completely nonunitary.

Finally assume Y = P LT\ x £ C0 (i.e. positive powers of the operator

converge strongly to zero). Again by Proposition 2.20 we see that 0y(X) is *-

inner. Thus 0y((X - a) 1(1 - ¿"X)) = 0r (X) is *-inner and we have (by the same

proposition) (P LT\ L)a £ C0. Now by (3.9) we see

Thus we conclude P  . T I   , £ C0.
Dl  aDL        °

By these calculations we see that fand Ta both satisfy (1.22)—<1.25). We

note that (1.24) is satisfied since we have shown Ta\D is an isometry and T\D £

C0. We conclude from the Wold decomposition (see Theorem 1.11 of [9]) that

Ta\D is unilateral shift. From this it follows easily that (1.24) holds. By Propo-

sition 1.4.3 of [9] we see that Ua is the minimal unitary dilation of Ta. Since

Ua is also the minimal unitary dilation of P^ /k)^a^E tk) (see Proposition 2.9)

we can apply Proposition 1.4.3 of [9] to conclude that

Z(k)a = ^0(fc)7'fl^f0(k).

Similarly ^<,Ia/(o_)vaí(o  ) is tne minimal unitary dilation of Pj(k)Ua\Jiky

and we can conclude from Proposition 1.4.3 of [9] that 2(£)a = Pjnc\Ua\ilky

Thus all theorems previously proven about the T, 2(fc), Z(k) system apply equally

well to the Ta, 2(&)a, Z(k)a system. We record this as

Lemma 3.2.   The discrete framework generated by T on H is equivalent to

the discrete framework generated by Ta on H.

In particular we can restate Corollary 2.14 in the Ta framework as

©z(*) (VlUa - Z(k)a]e0(k)

(3.11)
= ©s(*)a00[ra ~Z(k)a]e0(k) + QT(\)[Ua - Ta]e0(k).

If we replace X with X = (ju - a)/(l -ay), by §VI.1.3 of [9] we have

(3.12)    @zikp)[Ua-Z(k)a]e0(k)

= Gz(ky(M)[Ta -Z(k)a]e0(k) + Q¿p.)[Ua - Ta]e0(k).

We see that (3.11), a theorem given in terms of the Ta system, can be re-

placed, as in (3.12), by a theorem involving the T system. What is important to

note is that the points symmetric with respect to the unit circle remain symmetric

after applying the fractional linear transformation X = (p. -a)/(l -äp). Thus

theorems involving symmetric points and Corollary 2.14 can be stated in either

the T or Ta framework. We use this fact to advantage later.

We next prove discrete versions of Theorems 2 and 3 of the Introduction.
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Theorem 33.   For k = 2,3,.. .let ©Z(k)(X) have an analytic extension

through (part of) the unit circle to a connected open set T containing the open

unit disc.  Then S^0(X) and ©r(X) have analytic extensions to T. Assume IXJ

< 1 and 1/X„ belongs to the closure ofY* where * denotes reflection through

the x-axis. If 1/X„ is a pole or essential singularity of S^(X) then Xq is not a

point where ®Z(k)(X) is an isomorphism.

Proof. By assumption 0^7k)(X) has an analytic extension to I\ We de-

note the extension by the same symbol. By Corollary 2.14 it is clear that both

®j4X) and Sfel(X) can be extended analytically to I\ Again we use the same

symbol to denote these extensions. Clearly S|*^(X) has an analytic extension to

T*. Since 1/Xo belongs to the closure of P* and is a pole or essential singularity

of Sjga(X), we conclude 1/Xq belongs to the closure of T and is a pole or essen-

tial of Sied(^)- From Corollary 2.14 we see that l/X0 is a pole or essential

singularity of 0Z(k)(X). Since ©Z(k)(X) is inner and *-inner (see Corollary 2.21),

it is unitary almost everywhere on the unit circle. By appealing to the Schwarz

reflection principle for operator-valued functions (see Chapter III of [6]) we see

X(, is not a point where ©z(k)(X) is an isomorphism.

Theorem 3.4.  For k = 2,3,.. .let ©Z(k)(X) have an analytic extension

through (part of) the unit circle to an open connected set T containing the open

unit disc. Assume |X|0 < 1 and 1/X0 G T.  Then 1/X„ is a point where S^(X)

is injective if and only if \ is a point where ©i<X) is injective.

Proof.  The proof proceeds by a (finite) sequence of claims.

Claim 1.   Let 0: E0(k) —*■ E0(k) be defined by

(3.14) <K\>)e0(k) = (I- VWr^Xo - Z(k))e0(k).

Then #(X0) is an isomorphism.

Proof. By Corollary 2.21 we can apply the Schwarz reflection principle to

©z(k)(X). Since 1/aj 6 r we conclude

(315) 0z(*)(\,) = [®z(*)(l/^o)T1.

The mapping inside the square brackets is bounded since l/X0 G r and has a

bounded everywhere defined inverse-namely ®Z(k)(X0). Thus ©Z(k)(X) is an

isomorphism at X = \q. By Proposition 2.4 we conclude that \¡ belongs to the

resolvent set of Z(k). Since |\,| < 1 it is clear that <p defined by (3.14) is an

isomorphism.

Claim 2.   0r(X) is injective at X = \q if and only if

(3.16)      (/ - XoZWr^Xo - Z(*))ker(0 - T)\Eo(k) = ker(0* - T*)\
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Proof.  We recall a part of (2.94):

(3.17) ejCkJiU - T]e0(k) = U[U* - T*)[I - \Z(k)*Yl[\ - Z(k)]e0(k).

Since 0r(Xo)O = 0 we always have the inclusion

(3.18) (/ - X0Z(Ä:)*)-1(X0 -Z(k))ker(U - 7/)^^ C ker(£7* - r%o(fc).

Using (3.14) we can rewrite (3.17) and (3.18) respectively as

(3.19) @j(.\)[U - T]e0(k) = U(U* - T*)<K\0)eQ(k)

and

(3.20) 0(Xo)ker(tf - T)\EqW C ker(i/* - T*)\EQ(k).

Since 0(XO) is onto by Claim 1, the inclusion in (3.20) is proper if and only if

there exists an e0(k) £ E0(k) with the following two properties:

(3.21) e0(k)$kei(U-T)\Eoik),

(3.22) *(X0)e0(Ä) £ ker (U* - T*)\EQÍky

By (3.22) and (3.19) we see e0(k) enjoys properties (3.21) and (3.22) if and

only if

(3.23) e1i\o)[U-T]eo(k) = 0,

(3.24) [U - T]e0(k) # 0

i.e. if and only if QJ\¡) is not injective. This concludes the proof of Claim 2.

Claim 3. Sred(X) is injective at X = 1/X0 if and only if

(3.25) (/ - XoZi*)*)-1^ - Z(fc))ker(r - Z(k)) = ker(r* - Z(k)*).

Proof. We recall a part of (2.99):

(3.26) S£d(X)[r* - Z(k)*]e0(k) = U*(T-Z(k))(I - XZ(k))~\\ - Z(k)*)eQ(k).

Since S^e!(X)0 = 0 we always have the inclusion

(3.27) (/ - IZik))-1^ - Z(*)*)ker(r* - Z(k)*)\E(j(k) C ker(J - Z(k))\EQ(k).

Letting X = 1/X„ and applying (3.14) we rewrite (3.26) and (3.27) as

(3.28) S<£d(l/Xo)[r* - Z(k)*]e0(k) = U*(T - Z(k))<T1(\)e0(k),

(3.29) tfXor'keriT-* - Z(k)*)\E(¡w C ker(r- Z(k))\Eoik).

Since i>-1(Xo) 1S onto by Claim 1 the inclusion in (3.29) is proper if and only if
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there exists an e0(k) E E0(k) with the following two properties

(3.30) e0(k) $ ker(r* - Z(k)*)\E(){k),

(3.31) <tr\\)e0(k) G ter(T-Z(k))\Eo(k).

Applying (3.31) to (3.28) we see e0(k) enjoys properties (3.30) and (3.31) if

and only if

(3.32) S^U/XoHr* - Z(k)*]e0(k) = 0,

(3.33) [T*-Z(k)*]eo(k)*0

i.e. if and only if S££o(l/X0) is not injective.

Claim 4.   ©Z(k)»(X) is injective at X = l/\ if and only if

(/ - XoZWrHXo - Z(k)*)kev(U* - Z(k)*)\EfjW

(334) =ker(0-Z(i))l^o(fc).

Proof. We recall a part of (2.99):

®z(kymW*-Z(k)*]e0(k)

= U*(U - Z(k))(I - -KZ(k)Tx(\ - Z(k)*)e0(k).

Since ©Z(k)*(X)0 = 0 we always have the inclusion

(3.36) (/ - XZ^))"1 (X - Z(k)*)ket(U* - Z(k)*)\Eo(k) C ker(0 - Z(k))\EQ{ky

Letting X = 1/X0 we can rewrite (3.35) and (3.36) as

(3.37) 0z(k).(l/Xo)[C/* - Z(k)*]e0(k) = U(U - Z(k)WlQ^)eQ(k),

(3.38) 0-1(Xo)ker(£/* - Z(k)*)\E()(k) C ker(£/ - Z(k))\E(j(ky

Since 0-1 is onto by Claim 1 the inclusion in (3.38) is proper if and only if

there exists an e0(k) G EQ(k) with the following two properties:

(3.39) e0(k) £ ker(tf* - Z(k)*)\EqW,

(3.40) 0_1(Xo)eoW e ker(^ - Z(k))\Eo(ky

Applying (3.40) to (3.35) we see e0(k) enjoys properties (3.39) and (3.40) if

and only if

(3.41) ©z(k).(lAo)[tf* - Z(k)*]e0(k) = 0,

(3.42) [U* - Z(k)*]e0(k) * 0
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i.e. if and only if 0Z(fc)*(l/Xo) is not injective.

Claim 5. If 1/X0 £ T, then 0Z(fc).(X) is injective at X = 1/X0.

Proof.  Assume 1/X0 £ I\ By Corollary 2.21 and the Schwarz reflection

principle we can write

(3.43) ©WV* Me^a/Ao)]-1.

The mapping inside the square brackets is bounded since l/X0 £ T and has a

bounded everywhere defined inverse-namely 0Z(fc)(Xo)*. Thus 0Z(k)(X) is an

isomorphism at X = 1/X0.  By (2.8) applied to Z(k) we have

Öz(*)*0/Xo) = 0z(*)(l/Xo)*-

Since the adjoint of an isomorphism is injective the result follows immediately.

We are now ready to prove the only if part of the theorem. We assume

1/X0 £ T. By Claims 5 and 4 we conclude (3.34), i.e.,

(3.44) #ker(t/ - Z(k))\EQ{k)) = ker(£/* - Z(*)*)|E()(fc).

Since we are assuming that 0r(X„) is injective we can also apply Claim 2 to con-

clude (3.16), i.e.,

(3.45) 0(ker<£/- T)\eoW) = ker(£/* - T*)\E()ik).

We note that

(3.46) ker(U - Z(k))\EQ{k) = ker(i/ - T)\E<)(k) n ker(r- Z(k))\E(¡(k)

and

(3.47) te*(U*-Z(k)*)\Eo(k)=ker(U*-T*)\Eoik) nker(r* - Z(k)*)\Eo(k).

Since 0 is an isomorphism it is clear from (3.44) and (3.45) that

(3.48) 0[ker(t/- T)\ker(U - Z(k))] = [ker(C/* - 7/*)\ker(i/* - Z(k)*)].

In (3.48) "\" denotes set complementation; we have omitted the symbols

"Ie (k)" an(l will continue to do so for the rest of this proof. To prove the

only if part of the theorem it suffices, by Claim 3, to show

(3.49) flker(r - Z(k)) = ker(7^ - Zijfc)*).

To this end we note that T = U on E±(k) and Z(k) = T on £"„(£) for k = 2, 3,

.... We conclude that

E0(k) = ker (if -T) + ker(7/ - Z(k)),

(3.50)
E0(k) - ker(£/* - 7*) + ker(T* - Z(k)*).

Thus by (3.46) and (3.47) we can decompose and e0(k) £ £"0(fc) as e0(k) = x
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+ y where x G ker(í/ - r)\ker (U - Z(k)), y E ker (T - Z(k)). This decompo-

sition is not unique. Nevertheless applying 0 to x we see by (3.48) that tpx E

ker(U* - T*)\ker(r* - Z(k)*). Since <p is an isomorphism (fix =£ 0 unless x =

0. Thus by (3.46), (3.47), and (3.50) we conclude that for any e0(k) E E0(k),

<l>e0(k) E kei(T* - Z(k)*) if and only if x = 0, i.e., if and only if e0(k) E

kcx(T-Z(k)). Thus since <j> maps onto E0(k) we conclude (3.49). The con-

verse is proven similarly.

Theorem 3.5. For k = 2,3,.. .let ©Z(k)(X) have an analytic extension

through (part of) the unit circle to a connected open set T containing the open

unit disc.  Let \\\ < 1 and \l\ belong to the closure ofT*. Finally assume

Thas no eigenvectors which are contained in EQ (=E0(0)).  Then if \ is a

zero o/@Z(fc)(X), 1/X0 is a pole or essential singularity of S[k)ßC).

Proof.  If X0 is a zero of 0Z(k)(X), then by Proposition 2.4 we see X0

G ap(Z(k)). Since IXol < 1 we know [1/X0 - Z(k)]~l is an isomorphism and

for fi near \¡,[llp- Z(k)]~1 is uniformly bounded by some constant M.  Let

/be a unit eigenvector associated with X0 G op(Z(k)). Then (p. - Z(k))~1f =

flip- - Xo). From (2.99) we have

S\t\(\ln)[T* -Z(k)*]e0(k) = U*(T-Z(k))(li-Z(k)r1(I-iiZ(k)*)e0(k)

and so

s£l( iln)[T* - z(k)*][(i - nz(k)*rlf] = jjtfz^j W - z(k))f.

Thus to show 1/Xq is a pole or essential singularity of 5^(X) we need only

show that (T- Z(k)) does not kill the eigenspace of Z(k) at Xq.  Let E0(k) =

F+(k) © E0 © F_(k) where the notation is as in (3.1). Since / G £"0(jfc) and

X/0/= Z(k)'fv/e see the F_(k) part of/is zero.

Now assume that (T- Z(k)) kills the eigenspace of Z(k) at Xq. Then

(T - Z(k))f = 0, i.e., Tf = Z(k)f = \f. Let (¿)f denote the 0+(j) component of
g.  Then we have for / G Z+

(f)j = (tf)/+i = (W)/+i = \(f),+v

Since 0 < \\\< 1 we see that either{(f)¡)JLQ 3 I2, or (f)¡ = 0 for all/. If

the latter occurs we see fEE0 and this contradicts the fact that Thas no eigen-

vectors in £"0. Thus (T~Z(k)) does not kill/, and the theorem is proven.

We conclude this section with

Theorem 3.6. // 0Z(X) is inner and *-inner, ©Z(X) has an analytic exten-

sion through an arc (y) contained in the unit circle, if and only if o(z) fï (y) =0.

Proof.   By assumption ©z(e") is unitary almost everywhere on the unit
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circle.  If 0Z(X) has an analytic extension through (7) it is clearly unitary for

all elt £ (y). But then by Proposition 2.4 we see o(z) C\ (y) = 0.

Conversely if o(Z) (1 (y) = 0 we see by the same theorem that 0z(e")

is unitary for all elt £ (y), and that 0Z(X) is boundedly invertible for |X| < 1

and sufficiently close to compact subsets of (y). Now ||0z(X)_1|l is a continu-

ous function on this compact set and is thus uniformly bounded. By Lemma

III.1.3 of [6] we see 0z(X) can be extended through (y).

4. Applications to Lax-Phillips scattering theory. In this section we find

continuous versions of Theorems 3.3-3.5. We then show how these results ap-

ply to some systems considered by Lax and Phillips.  In particular we show

§§1-3 of this paper provide an abstract framework for the systems considered

in [7] and [8].

We now translate Theorems 3.3—3.5 into a continuous framework. Consid-

er the fractional linear transformation

(4.1) T: X l-+ z = (X + 1)/(X - 1)

which maps the unit disc onto the left half plane. For any contraction T and

its Cayley transform A define

(4.2) eA(z) = 0r(X)

whenever X belongs to the domain of analyticity of 0r. Since QJX) is analytic

in the disc, ®A(z) is analytic in the left half plane.  For any operator-valued

function 7(e'f) defined on the circle we can define y(o) on the imaginary axis

by setting 7(0) = y(elt).  Let

(4.3) QA(z) = @A(F)*.

Then by (4.2) it is easy to see that

(4.4) eA.(z) = @~(z).

By Theorem 2.4 if IXJ < 1 then X„ £ o(T) if and only if 0r(X„) is not

an isomorphism. Since A = (T + I)(T - /)-1 we see by the spectral mapping

theorem and (4.1) that if z0 = t(Xq) then z0 £ o(A) if and only if 0r(Xo) is

not an isomorphism.  Let A = tT = {r(X)|X £ T}. Then clearly 0r(X) has an

analytic extension to T if and only if 0^ (z) has an analytic extension to A.

Let A, B(k), and C(k) denote the Cayley transforms of T, Z(k), and Z(fc)

respectively.  If we recall (see Corollary 2.7) that Sr£d(X) = 0£(fc)(X) we can

apply these ideas to all three characteristic functions in Theorems 3.3—3.5.

For all of these theorems the case z0 = -1(X0 = 0) presents special prob-

lems.  Because 0B(fc)(z) has a zero at z0 = -1 for k = 1, 2,... (recall (3.5)
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and (4.1)) we see by Corollary 2.21 and the Schwarz reflection principle that 1

£ A. Thus the point 1 never satisfies the hypotheses of these theorems.

To avoid this "blindspot" we proceed as follows. Consider the discrete

framework and denote Z(0) by Z, S^d(X) by Sred(X), etc.  For the moment

assume zero is a point of isomorphism for 0Z(X), Sred(X), and QJX). We will

show later that this assumption can be replaced by a much weaker assumption.

By (3.4) we see that except for X = 0,0Z(X) and 0Z(fc)(X),& = 1,2,...,

are isomorphic at exactly the same points of the complex plane. Similarly by

Corollary 2.2 we see that, except for X = 0, Sred(X) and S^dCO. fc = 1,2,..., are

isomorphic at exactly the same points of the complex plane. Thus we can re-

place any statement in Theorems 3.3-3.5 concerning the nonisomorphic points

of 0Z(fc)(X) and S££d(X), k — 2, 3, . . . , by the same statements with

0Z(fc)(X) replaced by 0Z(X) and S^X) replaced by Sred(X). The "problem"

at zero disappears since we have assumed that all the operator-valued analytic

functions are isomorphisms there. As before we can now translate these theorems

into the continuous framework (i.e. the left half plane). When we do this the

special problems with z0 = -1 disappear.

Before stating the resulting theorems we show that it is alway possible to as-

sume X = 0 is a point of isomorphism for 0Z(X), Sred(X), and 0r(X)-at least for

all systems which satisfy a mild regularity condition. We assume that we can

find an a with -1 < a < 1 such that a £ a(T), a £ o(Z), and 0£(fc)(«) is an

isomorphism. In all the systems considered by Lax and Phillips this condition

is certainly satisfied. We come back to this point later. From now on we make

the standing assumption that this condition is satisfied.

Now consider the discrete framework involving Ta. By Lemma 3.2 we

see the Ta system satisfies the same properties as the discrete T system. The

one important difference is that zero is now a point of isomorphism for

0Z (X), 0r (X), and 5red a(X). To see this we use Proposition 2.4 and the

spectral mapping theorem. We can thus apply our previous discussion to the

Ta system instead of the T system. We conclude, by recalling the remark after

Lemma 3.2, that the special problems involving z0 = -1 can be avoided.

Some final notes are in order. First by Theorem 3.6 A can be explicitly

computed once o(B) is known. Since any analytic extension of @B(z) is given

by the Schwarz reflection principle we can apply Proposition 2.4 and conclude

that A is the component of

(4.5) {z = x + iy |x - iy £ p(B)} U {z|Re z < 0}

which contains the left half plane. In the applications considered by Lax and

Phillips the spectrum of B is discrete and contained in the open left half plane.

Thus C\A is discrete.
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Second Lax and Phillips choose the lower half plane as the half plane

where S(z) is analytic.   This differs from our choice by an angle of 7r/2. We

now restate Theorems 3.3-3.5 with the proceeding remarks in mind.

Theorem 4.1. S$ld(z) has an analytic extension to all but a discrete set

of points in the upper half plane where it may have poles or essential singulari-

ties. Ifz0 is a pole or essential singularity of S¡ld(z), then iz0 G o(B).

Theorem 4.2. Ifz0 = x0 + iy0, x0 < 0, and -xQ + iyQE A, then -izQ

is a zero ofS*ld(z) if and only ifz0 E o(A).

Theorem 4.3. Assume A has no eigenvectors which are contained in E0.

Then ifiz0 E a(B), z0 is a pole or essential singularity of S¡ld(z).

We now restate Theorem 4.2 slightly. Clearly -x0 + iy0E A if and only

if x0 + iy0 £ o(B). By Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 z0=x0+ iy0 G o(B) if and

only if -iz0 is a pole or essential singularity of S£*d(z). Thus we can restate

Theorem 4.2 as

Theorem 4.4.   Ifz0 G o(B) and Im r0 < 0, then -Hz0 is a zero or possi-

bly a pole or essential singularity of S^a(z).

Theorems 4.1, 4.3, and 4.4. are similar to Theorems 1 and 2 of the Intro-

duction.

We now discuss the application of these results to the system considered

in [8].  In [8] Lax and Phillips consider the acoustic equation in an exterior

domain G C R2n+1

utt = Au   in G,
(4.6)

bnu +aut = 0,    a > 0 on 30.

They embed the problem in a Hubert space H which consists of all initial data

of finite energy in G.  We define H, T(t), and D± as in [8].  T(t) is shown to

be isometric on D+, and T(t)* is shown to be isometric on D_. Following the

material in the Appendix of [8], we construct H+. H± satisfy (1.1)—(13). In

[8] Lax and Phillips show that (1.4) and (1.5) are satisfied by T(t). Thus the

abstract framework applies to [8]. We note that [8] satisfies one additional very

important property, namely (2.18).  Thus in §2 we can take D± = E±. Clearly

then a, a(eir). ß, and j3(e,Y), defined by (2.29), (2.33), and (2.34), become iden-

tity maps. Thus by (2.30) we see

(4.7) S£d(X) = S(*>(X),      *GZ+,

where S^(X) is the Fourier representation of S with respect to N±(k). In order
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to conclude Theorems 4.1, 4.3, and 4.4 we will show that C\A (defined by

(4.5)) is discrete.

In Chapter 5 of [6] it is shown that Z(i)(jc - B)~l is compact for some

choices of t and k. In [6] and [8] this fact is shown to have the following con-

sequences:

(i) B has only discrete point spectra which lies in the open left half plane,

(ii) (z - B)~l is meromorphic in C.

By (i) we see that C\A is discrete. We claim that (ii) implies S(z) has no essen-

tial singularités. To see this transform to the discrete framework. Then (X-Z)-1

is meromorphic away from X = 1.   Thus by Proposition VI .42 of [9] we

see that, for |X| < 1, 0Z(X)_1 is meromorphic. Since 0Z(X) and 0Z(£)(X) are

related by (3.4), we see that 0Z(¡t)(X)_1 is meromorphic in the open unit disc.

Now by assumption 0Z(fc)(X) has an analytic extension through the circle. This

is given by the Schwarz reflection principle; i.e.,

©z(*)(!/X) - [®z(fc)(Xr*]*,      IXK 1.

Clearly then 0Z(£)(X) is meromorphic on C except possibly at X = 1. Thus by

(2.97) S^(X) is also meromorphic in the same domain. Now switching to the

continuous framework we see Sjld(z) is meromorphic in C.

In [8] the spectral points of A in the open left half plane are shown to be

discrete point spectra for A. Also, in the same paper S(z) is shown to be of the

form / + K(z) where K(z) is compact. As mentioned there, this is sufficient to

insure that the set of nonisomorphic points of S(z) is isolated. Thus we see, by

mapping the left half plane to the unit disc, that the mild regularity conditions

which we assumed in order to prove Theorems 4.7, 4.9, and 4.10 are satisfied.

Finally in [8], A is shown to have no eigenvectors which he in H © (D_ © £>+).

If we restate Theorems 4.1,4.3, and 4.4 with the preceding comments in

mind we obtain Theorems 1 and 2 of the Introduction.

We now turn our attention to the system considered in [7]. We show

that § §1-3 of this paper apply to this system also. In [7] Lax and Phillips

consider the acoustic equation with a potential q which is zero outside a compact

set. They consider

(4.8) utt = Au- qu

over a domain CCR3 exterior to a bounded obstacle. On the boundary of G

u satisfies

(4.9) dnu + ou = 0.

The functions a and q are taken to be real valued. Using the notation of [7] we

can set
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H = HV D±=D'±,(4.10) l *        *

7X0 = Û(t),      E± = D"t.

With these definitions Lax and Phillips prove that H, T(t), D±, and E±

satisfy the assumptions of §2.  Since D+ is not orthogonal to D_ we will be

working with Sted instead of S (as was the case for the systems in [8] consid-

ered previously); also o(eIf) and ß(elt) are no longer identity maps. Since Lax

and Phillips use notation which differs from the notation that we have used in

§2, we provide the following dictionary:

Sred=S",       &Z)=S"(Z),

(4.11) a = S_, o(a)=S_(a),      a real,

ß = S+, ß(o) = S+(o),     a real.

In [7] E+ and D+ (resp. E_ and D_) are shown to be outgoing (resp. incoming)

for H.  Thus M(E±) = M(D±) = H and thus by (2.29) (since M(E±) = M(0±)

and M(D±) - M(N±)) we see Sred, a and ß are identity maps.

The Fourier representation of a unitary operator must be unitary almost

everywhere on the unit circle. Thus Scts(a), Sïl%o), a(a), and ß(a) are unitary

almost everywhere on the real axis.

By applying Claim 2.5 and then Cayley transforming we see that Sjed(a)>

o(a), and ß(o) all have analytic extension to the lower half plane.

All three operators are actually meromorphic in the entire plane. To show

that Sctlsd(z) is meromorphic in C define Z(t) as in (2.55). In [7] Z(2p)(K - B)'1

is shown to be compact. We then argue as we did previously for [8] to conclude

that Theorem 1 of the Introduction holds for this system also. We note that

Theorem 2 of the Introduction is trivial since A is skew selfadjoint and thus has

no spectrum in the open left half plane.

To show that o(z) is meromorphic in the complex plane, we first show that

it is, after transformation onto the unit disc, a characteristic function of an oper-

ator Z defined on D_ © E_ by

i4"12) Z = P"eD^OE_ ■

Since 0i and E_ are orthogonal this is a semigroup. To show that 0Z = a we

apply Theorem 2.6 after noting that DÍ and E_ have the necessary properties to

replace the E+ and E_ of the theorem while a, given by (2.29), can replace the

5red of the theorem. With these replacements the conclusion of the theorem is

precisely that a(X), |X| < 1, is the characteristic function of Z given by (4.12).

Lemma 2.4 of [7] shows that D_ Q E_ is finite dimensional. Thus by
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Proposition 2.4 and the Schwarz reflection principle we conclude that a(z) is

meromorphic in the complex plane with only a finite number of zeroes and

poles. Since

S(z) = ß-l(z)St9d(z)a-i(z)

we see that S(z) is meromorphic in the entire plane with only a finite number

of poles below the real axis.
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